WHAT’S NEXT? CAREER PATHS IN SCIENCE – AND BEYOND

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2017, 9 AM
INM, LEIBNIZ-SAAL, CAMPUS D2 5

What will be my next step? Most female scientists have to ask themselves this question at several points of their career, either during their doctoral or postdoctoral phase. This symposium will show you different career paths, from obvious ones, like science and industry, to ones you may not have considered yet. Join us, discuss and network with other female scientists!

PROGRAM

9:00  Welcome
9:15  Climb the Scientific Ladder – Career Possibilities in Science
     Nina Christmann, Strategic Research Management, Saarland University
9:45  Career and networking – how to succeed
     Dr.-Ing. Angela Neu-Meij, former Vice-President, BASF SE
10:15 Coffee Break
10:45  Start Your Own Idea! – Options for Future Entrepreneurs!
     Marlen Schmidt, Office for Knowledge and Technology Transfer, Saarland University
11:15  From Academia to Industry – Milestones and Lessons Learned
     Dr. Katrina Simon, Senior Project Manager, SAP Innovative Business Solutions
11:45  Panel discussion: Considering a career in science?
     Dr. Katrina Simon, Dr. Eva Darulová (tenure-track group leader, Max-Planck-Institute for Software Systems), Prof. Aránzazu del Campo (scientific director, INM – Leibniz Institute for New Materials)
12:30  Get-together and light lunch

REGISTRATION UNTIL NOVEMBER 3, 2017 VIA E-MAIL TO: GLEICHSTELLUNG@LEIBNIZ-INM.DE
IF YOU NEED CHILD CARE DURING THE EVENT, PLEASE CONTACT US.